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Dear Community,

The Leadership Speaking School has put together this User's Guide to support you
through this time of massive change. Some people are donating face masks to the
cause, musicians are getting together and healing the world through song, we want
to help you with the essential tools that you need so that you can show up as the
best version of yourself every time you speak online.
Good luck and take care of yourself and others!
All the best,

Dr. Penn
Laura Penn, Ph.D.
Founder of The Leadership Speaking School
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Take Stock
In a world that has been completely disrupted and where life as we knew it is no
more, take stock of how you are using virtual communication differently. Ask
yourself what has changed and how are you showing up online now, compared to
before. Make a list of the elements that you are good at related to speaking online
and make a separate list of what you need to up-skill in. Zero-in on what you need
to work on and create an action plan for how to improve.
What I am good at in speaking online:

What I need to up-skill in:

Action plan for how to improve what I need to up-skill in:
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Change Your Perspective
To help you to focus on what you need to up-skill in, change your perspective. Put
yourself into the audiences's shoes and consider what you like and dislike as a
participating audience member.
To give you some ideas, here are our lists:
Things we like . . .

High quality video and sound
No technical glitches
The use of mixed-media to spice up the content
A professional presence
A neutral background that is congruent with the host and their professional
presence
Comfort breaks when the energy wanes
Active audience participation
A clear agenda and timeline
Sticking to the timeline
Making sure everyone on the call is introduced and is treated as a valued
member of the group
Making sure that everyone gets a chance to speak up and contribute
The use of wireless ear pods so the speaker is not held hostage to a sitting
position in front of the computer
A camera angle that shows body language (i.e. not just a "talking head")
The option to switch off the camera and just listen in
The option for the speaker to either sit or stand depending on who they are
speaking to and what they are talking about
The feeling of a shared purpose
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Things we dislike . . .

Messy backgrounds
Messy desks
Talking heads
A from-the-shoulders-up camera angle
Speakers hunched over their desks leaking energy
Headsets with wires that are connected to the computer locking down the
speaker
Low energy
No audience participation
A lack of awareness by the other speakers that they are being watched
Bad lighting
Bad video quality
Bad sound
Monotoned speaking
Not being able to read body language or gauge facial expressions
Background noise
Feeling ignored on the call
Not sticking to the timeline
No comfort breaks when the energy wanes
Messy facilitation of the call related to who speaks and for how long
No movement and sitting down too long
One of the speakers rambling on and on and taking up too much space on the
call

What do your lists look like?
Once you know, get to work on incorporating more of what you like when you speak
online and less of what you don't like. Disrupt the status quo of what you're used to
and elevate into showing up as the best version of yourself online.
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Breathe Life into Your Message
Put the drab PowerPoint slide-deck to the side and toggle-up how you deliver
presentations. Get creative and discover innovative ways to make your message
come alive. Here are some of our favorite ways to breathe life into what we have to
say:
Use props
Build-in moments of reflection for the audience
Incorporate relevant stories and anecdotes
Use photographs, art and other visual materials to delight the eyes
Involve the audience as much as possible
Use quotes from people you admire to make a point
Get creative about what your desk and your setup look like (create a stage set)
Incorporate mixed media into the presentation including video or audio clips
Go old-school and draw using flip-charts with colorful pens
Include graphs and charts and other tantalizing numerical supports
Have comfort/stretching/water/food/fresh-air breaks whenever the energy
wanes
Incorporate movement both for you and your audience (sitting vs. standing)
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Tension is the Enemy of Connection
Beyond all of the ideas and suggestions in this User's Guide, the very best advice we
can give you is to release tension whenever it surfaces. If you don't, it will tighten the
muscles of your face, neck, shoulders, chest and lower body, locking up all the
goodness and authenticity inside. Get into the habit of warming up before your
online session and set aside at least 10-15 minutes for this essential step. Here are
some great ways to get loosened up:
Slow head roll

This exercise eases muscle tension in your neck. Stand straight with your feet
shoulder-width apart and your knees slightly bent. Slowly let your head drop
straight down until your chin is almost resting on your chest. Hold the position for
five seconds; you will feel the muscles in the back of your neck stretching out. Bring
your head back up to the center and gently tilt your head backwards, looking
upwards. Hold the position for five seconds. Next, carefully tilt your head to the
right, holding for five seconds, then to the left. Take care to move your neck slowly.
When you are done, gently bring your head back to the center position and lift your
chin up.
Shoulder lift

This exercise eases tension in your neck and shoulders. Stand straight with your feet
shoulder-width apart and your knees slightly bent. Let your arms hang at your sides
with your palms facing your legs. Keeping your head still, gently pull your shoulders
up toward your ears. Hold them there for three seconds, then bring your shoulders
back down to starting position, holding them there for another three seconds.
Repeat three to five times.
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Shoulder roll

This exercise will ease tension in your neck and shoulders and improve your
posture. Stand straight with your feet shoulder-width apart and your knees slightly
bent. Let your arms hang at your sides with your palms facing your legs. Keeping
your head still, gently roll your shoulders backwards, down and up. Next, roll your
shoulders forwards, down and up. Do five repetitions in each direction.
The slow head roll, shoulder lift and shoulder roll can be done sitting down, if
standing up and doing a warm up is not an option. If you feel tension taking
over, you can also do these three exercises discreetly while involved in your
online conversation.
Arm stretch

This exercise helps release upper body tension and assists circulation. Gently lift
your right arm above your head and stretch. Hold for five seconds then bring it back
down. Carefully lift your left arm up and stretch, holding for another five seconds.
Repeat twice. Now bring both arms up above your head and stretch. Hold for five
seconds then release them back down again. Repeat twice.
Marching in place

This exercise warms up your hips, legs and feet and improves your circulation.
Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart with your hands on your hips. March in
place for up to two minutes.
Whole body shake out

This exercise energizes your entire body, giving you a buzz that helps get you ready
for your presentation. Shake out your hands, shoulders, legs and feet. Shake out
your whole body!
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The Leadership Speaking Toolbox
These essential tools have been handpicked out of the Leadership Speaking
Toolbox for you to use online:
APPEARANCE

As the saying goes, you never get a second chance to make a good first impression,
therefore, it is essential that you do everything in your power to make the best first
impression possible from the moment that you switch your camera on to join the
online conversation.
You are what you wear

As a speaker, you are judged not only by the content and the quality of what you say,
but also by how you look. This includes everything from how well groomed your hair
is to whether or not your shirt is tucked in. Before even hearing you speak, members
of the audience form an opinion of you the moment that they see you. Always
remember that your outfit is a part of your speaking performance and it should be
chosen carefully.
Switch on your leadership presence

Be present in the moment from the instant that members of the audience begin to
come online, switch yourself “on”. Be there with your full attention and
commitment. Concentrate on giving 100 percent of yourself and never forget that
you are being watched the whole time (unless you have switched the camera off).
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YOUR VOICE

As a speaker, you want to make a positive vocal impression on your audience. You
want your voice to sound natural and confident and to project energy and strength,
especially in the doldrums of online speaking. It's easy to slouch and fall into the pit
of monotoned speaking. In order for you to access your vocal power, play with
words:
Volume

Volume refers to the loudness or softness of your voice. Vary your volume when you
speak to add energy and to make what you are saying more interesting. Be
conscious of the fact that a voice that is too loud will annoy the audience and a voice
that is too soft will make the audience strain to hear or tune the speaker out entirely.
Be sure to adapt your voice to suit what you are talking about and who you are
talking to.
Rate

The speed at which you talk influences the effectiveness of your speaking. If you talk
too fast, the audience will not be able to keep up with you and will quickly lose
interest. If you talk too slowly, you risk boring your audience and putting them to
sleep. Speak fast enough to keep the audience’s attention, but slowly enough for
them to absorb your message. For best results, try to vary your rate while speaking,
this will add variety and flavour to what you are saying.
Tone

The tone of your voice reflects your emotional state and physical well-being. The
two elements are connected and they always correspond. If you are feeling happy
and elated, for example, the tone of your voice will mirror this state. If you are
feeling nervous or insecure, others can hear it when you speak. In order to keep your
tone upbeat, regardless of what you are feeling emotionally and physically, consider
these helpful tips:
Smile - A smile on your face puts a smile in your voice
Engage your face - Make your tone more expressive by making your face more
expressive
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Use your hands - Enliven your tone by gesturing with your hands. Gesticulate
freely
Sit/Stand up straight - Energize your tone by improving your posture
Pauses

Pauses are oral punctuation marks; they are a speaker’s secret weapon. They are
powerful oratory tools, which give the audience the opportunity to reflect on what is
being said and to digest your underlying message. They also allow the speaker a
brief moment to take a breath and to focus on what to say next. A well-timed pause
can also add dramatic impact to a speech, emphasizing main points and
highlighting important concepts. As a general rule, a pause before a statement
creates anticipation and curiosity; a pause after a statement underlines the point
and engages the audience, inviting their thoughts and observations.
BODY

Developing an awareness of your body language and the body language of your
audience is essential if you want to become an effective speaker online. Here are the
basic truths:
Open is better than closed

Your arms are a physical extension of your emotions and your thoughts. They
communicate your feelings and your attitude. For example, if you are feeling neutral
and open-minded, your arms reflect it by being “open”. However, if you are feeling
defensive and close-minded, your arms will cross fully or partially. In general:
Open arms = Neutral, “open” attitude
Crossed arms = Negative, nervous, or defensive attitude
When speaking online, avoid sending the message that you are negative, defensive
or insecure, by consciously refraining from crossing your arms. Aim to appear as
neutral and open as possible.
This will also help your airways stay open and your voice will sound more
energized.
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Hungry for more?
If you feel called to take your training in leadership speaking further, here is some
helpful information about our signature training program:
Leadership Speaking Core (LSC) is a week of intensive, transformational training in
public speaking for leaders who are hungry for the skills that they need to take their
leadership and their careers to the highest levels. The high-touch training with no
more than six people per cohort, takes place at our campus in Gland, Switzerland
and specializes in supporting those who want a learning experience that goes much
deeper than the average 1-2 day training program in public speaking.
Through LSC, you will develop a bespoke repertory of speaking skills which will
transform you into a speaker who is fluent in the language of “leadership speaking”.
Empowered with a complete speaking toolbox, you will be able to enjoy speaking in
front of audiences in any speaking opportunity (on camera, in meetings and
interviews and on big stages) and show up as the best version of yourself every time
you speak. Not for the faint-hearted or for those who want a quick-fix for their public
speaking needs, it is designed for those who are ready to roll up their shirt-sleeves
and do real work related to vastly improving themselves as speakers.
We are currently enrolling for our October 12-16 and November 9-13 cohorts. If this
unique opportunity calls you, we want you to apply.
Your application is our way of finding out if LSC is a good fit for your needs and
frankly, if you are a good fit for LSC. We are looking for leaders who have experience
speaking, but who know, with their deepest instincts, that they are capable of so
much more. We want leaders who are hungry for the game-changing skills that they
will be learning through LSC and who will have opportunities to implement them on
a regular basis. Finally, we want leaders who don’t have to be convinced that they
need this training, but who know on a cellular level that this is right for them.
Apply at:

http://www.theleadershipspeakingschool.com/lsc/
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Well there you have it . . .
The essential tools that will help you to elevate your virtual conversations. In the
spirit of disruption, give yourself permission in our current reality of massive change,
to disrupt your own status quo when it comes to speaking online. Fix what is broken
and doesn't work for you anymore. Tune-in to your intuition and trust yourself to go
in the direction that feels good. Innovate and elevate into your higher-self as a
speaker. The right time is now.

Sponsored by The Leadership Speaking School

"The most transformative public speaking training for leaders in Europe"
Based in Switzerland, we train global leaders and change-makers from the
world's most recognized companies, academic institutions and
organizations how to speak in public.
Find out more about us at:
www.theleadershipspeakingschool.com
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